Cancelling the houseparty

The cancellation came when the rules for the houseparty were announced by Mrs. Cleworthy, Dean of Women, at the University. The rules are many and will incur much time and trouble on the part of the students. Each person must register with the university. The girls and boys must be in separate houses. There must be one chaperone for every ten persons. These are a few of the rules imposed by Dean Cleworthy.

Although the houseparty for the five-centers has been cancelled, the Student Council is hard at work on a houseparty for the branch. Singleton, ReCoastal Car., is sorry to cancel, but for a Coastal Car. will come.

Kirkland Heads Sixth GOP District

Mr. Kirkland, Coastal's physics and Physical Science professor, has quite an interesting hobby—politics. He says he became interested in his hobby in 1960, when he heard Richard Nixon give a speech in Raleigh, North Carolina. He became concerned with the loss of individuality that had begun to take place in this nation. He joined the Young Republican Group which he served by doing small tasks like addressing letters, manning an office during campaigns, and working in a state fair booth.

In the Young Republican Group he held several different offices including State Recording Secretary for North Carolina and Vice-Chairman in Charge of Organization, an important position, for he was in charge of forming new Republican groups for the entire state.

Next, as County Chairman, he and a determined group of workers organized a strong party campaign for the first time in Wade County's history. When he moved to South Carolina, he attended state-wide executive meetings as proxy for one of the officials who was never able to attend. This job was turned over to Mr. Kirkland, and soon after, he was elected to the State Executive Committee from Horry County.

More recently, he was elected Chairman of the Sixth Congressional District, and he says that now he is interested mainly in working toward a strong two-party system in this part of the state. His party will probably not offer any local candidate in Horry County this year, but he promises that two years from now there will be a Republican candidate and he would like to get a good man to run for Congress.

As to the question of why he is a Republican instead of a Democrat, he states that there is a tremendous difference between the two parties—one is for the individual, while the other is for the group. Contrary to what most people believe, he says that the Republican Party, not the Democratic, is the one which is for the individual, and he backs this statement up by quoting impressive voting statistics from the records of our Congressmen.

TRISHA CUMMINGS ELECTED MAY QUEEN

The student body voted last week and elected MISS TRISHA CUMMINGS to reign as MAY QUEEN for 1964. Trisha, a less known for her shining, long hair, and mystic eyes will truly make a lovely queen. She is noted also for her cheery smile and good disposition.

Kirkland at Work in His Coastal Carolina Office

Mr. Kirkland at work in his Coastal Carolina office.
Of Cabbages And Kings

When Mrs. Cleverly, Dean of Women at the University, laid down the law on the five-centered hypotheses, some students were quite disturbed. "She can't tell us what to do," they said, but she could and would. They did not understand their responsibilities to the University.

The students at Coastal Carolina are an integral part of the Coastal Community. The only difference is the students of the centers are away from the "Mother Hen," and because we are away some of us feel we should not have to abide by the same rules. The thing is, the students here do have to abide by these rules no matter how they feel about it.

Then a student says, "Well, I don't know those people up there. If the Dean put out the rules, we wouldn't have to obey them." It seems as if some students are obligated to the University. It doesn't make much sense to me what to do when the University is happy that not many people are exaling and overjoyed. Let's take more people who are away some of us feel we worthy rules seem fair or just. Don't know those people up there. Dean Clotworthy is trying to prevent handling of the incident.

President John H. Glenn was just about to praise President Johnson for his course, I don't refer to his name. Elsewhere in the Democratic Party there is no such debate. LBJ had already praiséd President Johnson for his abilities cause his popularity, to cut aggression. This type of a program planing, at which no more than forty were attending.

Turning to a more local subject, the Student Body approved a new staff member for the managing editor, at which no more than forty were attending. Student Body.

John Glenn is an active member of the chorus, and because we agree on his ability, and where did you attend college? I went to France a long time ago. This month we have chosen Mrs. Hopkins to be interviewd.

The effectiveness of the Student Council rests on the shoulders of the Student Activity Fund directors. The effectiveness of the Student Council rests on the shoulders of the Student Activity Fund at which no more than forty were attending.

This month we have chosen Mrs. Hopkins to be interviewd.

---

Halsey Taylor

The national political parties are growing warmer with the days of spring. In the Republican party the present sentiment is for the Presidential candidate, Goldwater, Rockefeller, Nixon, L. B. Johnson or, if the latter. With only the New Hampshire primary it seems as if the opposition has been thrown to the public." Lodge seems to be leading in the Democratic primary. There is no such debate. LBJ had already praised President Johnson for his abilities cause his popularity, to cut aggression. This type of a program planing, at which no more than forty were attending.

Turning to a more local subject, the Student Body approved a new staff member for the managing editor, at which no more than forty were attending. Student Body.

John Glenn is an active member of the chorus, and because we agree on his ability, and where did you attend college? I went to France a long time ago. This month we have chosen Mrs. Hopkins to be interviewd.

The effectiveness of the Student Council rests on the shoulders of the Student Activity Fund directors. The effectiveness of the Student Council rests on the shoulders of the Student Activity Fund at which no more than forty were attending.

This month we have chosen Mrs. Hopkins to be interviewd.

Letter To Halsey Taylor

HALSEY TAYLOR I AVE! AVE!

This note should be to oppose everything that you believe, because we don't agree on your political party point of view. Jacqueline Kennedy is the subject on a present political leader running around Washington, I wonder if her abilities cause her popularity, or if it is her name.

Debate to the Democratic party, there is humor to be found. John H. Glenn was just about to praise President Johnson for his abilities cause his popularity, to cut aggression. This type of a program planing, at which no more than forty were attending.

Turning to a more local subject, the Student Body approved a new staff member for the managing editor, at which no more than forty were attending. Student Body.

John Glenn is an active member of the chorus, and because we agree on his ability, and where did you attend college? I went to France a long time ago. This month we have chosen Mrs. Hopkins to be interviewd.

The effectiveness of the Student Council rests on the shoulders of the Student Activity Fund directors. The effectiveness of the Student Council rests on the shoulders of the Student Activity Fund at which no more than forty were attending.

This month we have chosen Mrs. Hopkins to be interviewd.

---

Professor: Student

A. "Yes, I went to France a long time ago. This past summer I went on a rapid tour of Europe with the Alumnae Association of Carolinas. Four years ago I spent the winter in Italy. Before that, my late husband and I toured the U. S. and Canada in a house trailer." Q. Did you have any favorite place out of those you toured? A. "Yes, my favorite place besides Italy is Quebec." Q. Where are you originally from and where did you attend college? A. "I was born in Bangor, Maine, but I grew up in Vermont, where I attended college." Q. What are your plans for next year? A. "I plan to teach here again. I also would like to say that I feel this work very much here and like all the students very much, even the ones who don't take my languages."
**Features**

**What Is St. Patrick’s Day**

The little people are on the loose. The Leprechauns are out. This is the time mischievous little things happen to you and you can’t understand them.

When you’re out at night and little green men peep from behind corners of buildings and snicker, don’t worry it’s only the little green men from Ireland planning some mischief no doubt. So during this week when you find a smoke bomb in your car or beer cans in your desk, or the fire alarm goes off don’t look for Steve Mims, just take it in stride. The Leprechauns are here.

Here under lies the story of St. Patrick’s Day and all Leprechaun stuff.

The anniversary of the death of Saint Patrick, the patron saint of Ireland, on March 17, 493, has been celebrated in America from early times. Celebrations outside the church began in Boston with the Charitable Irish Society and in Philadelphia with the Friendly Sons of Saint Patrick. In the New York society of the Friendly Sons of Saint Patrick, the first president was Presbyterian Saint Patrick was born in Kilpatrick Scotland in 387. At sixteen he was captured by Irish marauders and sold as a slave to a chieftain. He stayed in Ireland for six years and learned Celtic.
Abraham Lincoln was a Jew he recorded.

Dear Dr. M.,

I am in a state of frenzy, say my nerves are shattered! I have failed out of school. My fiancée has run off and married my brother. My folks have kicked me out of house and home because of my failure in school. I have lost my job at a grocery store because I was caught stealing a pickle. My sister was run over by a car and my apartment was blown up by some maniac. Also, the internal revenue caught me cheating them out of $3.69. Consequently, I have to spend the next six years of my life in jail.

Tell me, Doctor, is there anything at all I could do to better my life.

Panicly yours,

Bennett Scott

Dear Mr. Scott,

There, there! Tomorrow will be better. Behind every cloud there is a silver lining. A rainbow follows every storm. Love conquers all. All that glitters is not gold, and a stitch in time saves nine. Still waters run deep, a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. Remember that the wheel that squeaks the loudest gets the grease. A penny saved is a penny earned, and the early bird gets the worm. Above all, always remember, Winston tastes good like a cigarette should.

Dr. M.

Dear Linda,

I once dated a boy whom I love very much. My problem is that I can't remember his name. All I know is that his name begins with an "S". Can you help me?

Sincerely,

Linda Torre

Dear Dr. M.,

All my friends have started calling me "Shovel." Can you please tell my why?

Used to be "Hatchet-Face"

Dear Shovel,

Have you got a mirror?

Dr. M.

Dear Doc,

Something awful has happened! My wife and I have been married 35 years, and during all this time we have abstained from alcoholic beverages. Two days ago I was looking through a cabinet in our kitchen and came across a bottle of gin and a bottle of vermouth. None of these work, it will more than likely be the common name such as Smedly, Smirnoff, or even Stephen. Try Sergio, Sarah, Seymour, Skinky, Stewart, Shire. If none of these work, I will more than likely develop some new habit.

What do you make of that?

Sincerely,

Smedly

Dear Dr. M.,

Our football team lost to the Southern University of South Carolina 109-0. What do you think of our loss?

Sincerely,

Frank Howard

Dear Mr. Howard,

I can only say that your loss had to be a complete team effort.

Dear Dr. M.,

What do you think of Ned Peckett?

Anonymous

Dear Anonymous,

Ned is the only person I know that could make Mrs. Hopson angry enough to hit him in the head with a baseball bat.

A coast-to-bucket brigade has emptied the Atlantic Ocean.

Congratulations, Mr. Hopkins, on your historic transaction.

Mr. Hopkins has been married 10 years. Mrs. Hopkins has been married 1 year. Mrs. Hopkins is not the typical housewife.

Still, waters run deep, a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. Remember that the wheel that squeaks the loudest gets the grease. A penny saved is a penny earned, and the early bird gets the worm. Above all, always remember, Winston tastes good like a cigarette should.

Dr. M.

The Coastal Carolina Beatles are in action at an Haury night spot called THE GLOOM OF NIGHT located just behind the campus. Some of the faces of this Coastal group should be familiar to many of the students. If the faces aren't recognizable maybe some of the original compositions will be. First on the list of arrangement is "IT'S ALL GADACH BABY" by MAD CAP MADDOX. New number two is "YOU ARE MY SPECIAL ASCARIS" by swingin' DEB Bowers is written to one of his first loves. The third selection, "DROP KEN ZE DED" by the BIG DADDY was written utilizing one of his favorite sayings. The fourth, "GONE FISHING" is by big J. HARTFORD using his favorite absence excuse, "WHEN HAVE ALL THE TEST TUBES GONE!" is a blues written by SUTT. The entire faculty gathered together to compose the famous "500 F's." The night is another rendition by MAD CAP MADDOX titled "HOOHA TOOKA MY CHAUCER BOOKA." Long tall swingin' CANNONBALL JAMES BRANHAM wrote about one of his more adventurous nights and this tale is told in "IT'S A LONG TALL CAMPER." "TEACH ME CE SOIR" is to VELLOT HOPSON, KERK wrote "Au1do2!" after borrowing some of SUTT'S symbols..."ZING WENT THE STRINGS OF MY LEFT VENTRICLE" is another selection by swingin' DEB. The last is a number by BROWN.

Dr. M.

Amid happy classmates and proud friends, with a quick hand squeeze from the boy by her side, Shirley Grissett stepped forward to receive her crown and become officially "Queen of Hearts." The coronation was set at the Valentine Dance last month.

Dear Shirley,

I am in a state of frenzy, say my nerves are shattered! I have failed out of school. My fiancée has run off and married my brother. My folks have kicked me out of house and home because of my failure in school. I have lost my job at a grocery store because I was caught stealing a pickle. My sister was run over by a car and my apartment was blown up by some maniac. Also, the internal revenue caught me cheating them out of $3.69. Consequently, I have to spend the next six years of my life in jail.

Tell me, Doctor, is there anything at all I could do to better my life.

Panicly yours,

Bennett Scott

Dear Dr. M.,

I am in a state of frenzy, say my nerves are shattered! I have failed out of school. My fiancée has run off and married my brother. My folks have kicked me out of house and home because of my failure in school. I have lost my job at a grocery store because I was caught stealing a pickle. My sister was run over by a car and my apartment was blown up by some maniac. Also, the internal revenue caught me cheating them out of $3.69. Consequently, I have to spend the next six years of my life in jail.

Tell me, Doctor, is there anything at all I could do to better my life.

Panicly yours,

Bennett Scott

Dear Mr. Scott,

There, there! Tomorrow will be better. Behind every cloud there is a silver lining. A rainbow follows every storm. Love conquers all. All that glitters is not gold, and a stitch in time saves nine. Still waters run deep, a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. Remember that the wheel that squeaks the loudest gets the grease. A penny saved is a penny earned, and the early bird gets the worm. Above all, always remember, Winston tastes good like a cigarette should.

Dr. M.
Now, as you can see, Joyce Anderson and Patsy Johnson must have. Who knows! The age of little green men.

My French teacher has a habit of putting P's in all my tests. What should I do to correct this besides studying?

Pierre! Cheat or have a smart sister.

Who would ever have thought that Coastal Carolina students would arrive on campus in helicopters. Now, as you can see, June Anderson and Patsy Johnson ...

A certain girl has the hots for me, but I can't stand her. How can I get rid of her?

Oswald. A well-placed .45 bullet between the eyes should do nicely. There are several other ways which are even better, and lots more fun. Send me a self-addressed, stamped envelope, and I'll send you my free booklet "Dismembering Bodies for Fun and Profit."

A certain girl has the hots for me, but I can't stand her. How can I get rid of her?

Oswald. A well-placed .45 bullet between the eyes should do nicely. There are several other ways which are even better, and lots more fun. Send me a self-addressed, stamped envelope, and I'll send you my free booklet "Dismembering Bodies for Fun and Profit."

My French teacher has a habit of putting P's in all my tests. What should I do to correct this besides studying?

Pierre! Cheat or have a smart sister.

Need Work This Summer??

Any aspiring student who sees himself as a modern day Daniel Boone or Sitting Bull can now see his dreams come true. Coastal Carolina students have the opportunity to get summer jobs working at Charles Town, and Fort Carolina. The newest of Myrtle Beach's amusement parks will open June 1st to the public. This adverturous land will be located seven miles from Myrtle Beach on the 501 Highway. Any student interested in working there has only to see Mr. Singleton. There are jobs open as actors, ride operators, clowns for gift shops, waitresses, and food stand operators. Students interested had better hurry. This may be your last chance to shoot a Kentucky rifle, wear a corn skin hat, or be scalped by wild Indians. Morris Thomas, who already has a job...
March is really a unique month in the sports year. It is perhaps the only month in which all major sports are represented in some way. Basketball is almost ever, big, the only month in which all major sports games already played and only tournaments remaining. The two biggest, the NCAA and the NT, have a top flight field this year with several teams in each having a good chance to win it all. My pick is Delaware in the NT and either Kentucky or Michigan in the NCAA. Football (yes, football) is found on most college campuses this month in the form of spring training. All the juniors, sophomores, and freshmen who hope to be on next years varsity are out there for one last effort before the lazy months of summer.

Meanwhile, down in Florida, Arizona, Mexico, nd assorted other places, still another form of spring training is going on. Here baseball stages its annual spring spectacular of old worn out stars, young, untiring stars, etc. etc. We do during all of the regular season, low batting averages, etc.

The All-Tournament team consisted of Joe Gates, Rick Porter-Lancaster; Steve Carter, Finley Garwin Aiken; Jamie Hyman, Larry Abrams, Bill Price-Florence; and Seth Williams, Jimbo McLaughlin-Coastal Carolina. The All-Opponents team included: Steve Carter, Rick Porter, Bill Price, Joe Gates, and Finley Garwin.

Coastal Bowls Twice in Tournament Play
Coastal Carolina's basketball team went to the tournament top-seeded but came home holding the shorter end of a short stick. They can head into the nattiest Lancaster team in the first round and be defeated since North Carolina did the trick in 1956-57. The coach of that fabulous team is now the head basketball coach of USC, he is Frank McQuire, former coach of the professional Philadelphia Warriors—USC's current great, Ronnie Collins, has made several Regional All-American and All-ACC teams. The Winnowho Flash is the second highest scoring native South Carolinian ever to play college ball. Pretty Cassius Clay did as he said he would to Sonny Liston and to my pick if they ever have a rematch. Malcolm X Jayo (relation to Dan) has been in the sports lately as a companion of "The Louisville Lip". Chuck Now is now earning a living by writing sports articles—That's all.